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During the Cold War, the United States Navy erected a vast array of underwater listen-
ing devices in order to detect and track Soviet nuclear submarines. These hydrophones 
were placed at roughly 3,000 mile intervals in the deep layer of water known as the 
deep sound channel, where cold temperatures and high pressures allow sound waves 
to propagate great distances. When the Cold War ended, rather than mothballing the 
Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS), the U.S. Navy lent the Cold War relic to science.

The array has since been used to track many fascinating undersea events, such as whale 
migrations, earthquakes, ocean currents, volcanic activity , and the shifting of Antarctic 
ice. But one sound captured by the sensitive SOSUS hydrophones has scientists puz-
zled. It fits the profile of a living creature, but for a creature to create this sound it would 
have to be significantly larger than a blue whale, which is believed to be the largest 
animal ever to have lived.

The unexplainable sound was detected several times during the summer of 1997, origi-
nating off the South American southwest coast at about 50° S 100° W. Each time that it 
was captured the ultra-low frequency sound rose rapidly in frequency over about one 
minute, and had sufficient amplitude to be heard on multiple sensors from over 3,000 
miles away. Perplexed researchers, unable to identify any possible source for the sound, 
dubbed it “The Bloop.” The sound shares many characteristics with those emanated 
from biological creatures, in fact it fits those parameters so closely that a large number 
of researchers are convinced that its origin is animal. But in order for an aquatic animal 
to emit a sound that can travel over 3,000 miles though Earth’s noisy oceans, scientists 
say that it would need an incredibly large noise-making apparatus, one much bigger 
than that of the blue whale.

Theories abound as to the source of the Bloop. If it is the vocalization of a living organ-
ism, it is one which makes its home in the dark, cold depths of the ocean. Some have 
suggested that giant squids could be responsible for the sound, but that is unlikely 
considering that no known species of cephalopod have the gas-filled sac necessary to 
reach such great volumes. Indeed science has not recorded any animals– living or ex-
tinct– with nearly enough size to house the organs needed to produce the level of out-
put demonstrated by the Bloop… so unless this mystery creature uses some unknown 
mechanism to generate sound, it is presumed to be an incredibly massive organism.

Further study of the Bloop is hampered by the fact that it has not been heard since the 
summer of ‘97. It is almost certain that unseen creatures still lurk in the deep and dark 
oceans, creatures which are strange and fascinating. Such an unknown animal may have 
uttered these sounds while lingering at an unusually shallow depth. Unless researchers 
encounter the sound again, there is little chance that we’ll have any explanation more 
concrete than scientific speculation. But given its unusual properties and strong indica-
tions of a large biological origin, it makes for a compelling mystery.
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LEE RANALDO BIOGRAPHY

Solo album “Between the Times and the Tides” released March 20, 2012 on Matador 
records, with contributions from Steve Shelley, Nels Cline, John Medeski, Alan Licht, 
Irwin Menken, Jim O’Rourke, Kathy Leiesen and Bob Bert. Live dates with 4 piece 
band commenced in early 2012 and will continue in various far-flung spots around the 
globe for the foreseeable future…

Continued works with partner Leah Singer (Sight Unseen; Contre Jour) have been 
large scale, multi projection quadraphonic sound+light events, w Lee performing 
‘suspended guitar phenomena’ in various locations around the world. Also continued 
work with Text of Light Group, improvising to films by Stan Brakhage.

Leeʼs artworks and videos have been on view in the past couple years in gallery and 
museum shows in places such as Miami, Tampa, Vienna, Prague, Gent, Bratislava, 
Auckland, Salt Lake City and in Brooklyn and Manhattan.

Member of Sonic Youth, now in 30th year; visual artist, writer, producer etc. Recent 
live performances with partner Leah Singer, sight unseen,

Sonic Youth’s most recent recording: Simon Werner a Desparu, a film soundtrack 
[SYR9, 2011].

Most recent books: Against Refusing [Waterrow Press 2010]; How Not To Get Played 
On The Radio [SoundBarn 2011].


